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Introduction
Langerhans’ cells (LCs) are the prototype 
non‑lymphoid members of the dendritic cell 
family.[1] They are cells of myeloid origin 
that are known to be involved in immune 
responses. They are insinuated between 
keratinocytes but are not attached to them 
by cell junctions.[2] There is an increased 
population of LCs in the epidermal layer 
of the skin.[3] They contain large granules 
called Birbeck granules.[4]

Under the electron microscope, LCs 
can certainly be distinguished from 
keratinocytes by their obvious lack of 
prekeratin filament bundles.[5] Furthermore, 
their nuclei generally exhibit irregular 
indentations. Their cytoplasm contains a 
prominent Golgi complex without much 
rough endoplasmic reticulum, secondary 
lysosomes, and moderate numbers of 
mitochondria. The most distinctive feature 
of their cytoplasm is the presence of 
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Abstract
Objective: Description of Langerhans’ cells (LCs) as an important antigen‑presenting cells 
responsible for detecting the antigens, recruiting T‑cells, and thereby initiating the immune response. 
An adequate response of the mucosal immune system is essential to protect the mucosa against 
pathological conditions. Hence, a detailed review was planned about this unique antigen‑presenting 
cell. Methods: A literature search of the electronic databases included the MEDLINE, EBSCOHOST, 
PUBMED, and hand searches of references retrieved were undertaken using the following MeSH 
terms “Langerhans cells,” “LCs in Oral Lichen Planus,” “Langerhans cell histiocytosis,” “LCs and 
HIV,” “LCs in Periodontitis.” Results: LCs are present suprabasally in the epithelium of oral mucosa 
and in the epidermis of the skin. The role played by LCs though not fully elucidated, but several 
research studies indicate that these cells are involved in the pathogenesis of many oral diseases. In 
this article, the historical perspective, structure, function, origin, and phenotypic expressions of LCs 
are discussed in detail. The current understanding on the role of LCs in various oral lesions and its 
immunological characteristics are discussed. Conclusion: LCs act as immune mediator cells, tumor 
cells, vectors of infected cells, and phagocytic cells. Further studies could bolster the knowledge 
about the role of Langerhans cells in the immune response of various oral diseases and thereby 
provide diagnostic tools and help for prognostic evaluation. This review illuminates the pivotal role 
of Langerhans cells and its immune surveillance as a “Sentinels” of the oral mucosa.
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Birbeck granules, which are abundant in 
the vicinity of the Golgi complex.[6] Most 
of these are cupped, disk‑shaped structures 
that exhibit a central linear density 
when cut in certain planes of a section. 
The central linear density can exhibit a 
zipper‑like pattern of periodic striations 
that is suggestive of a latticework of 
intragranular particles. Furthermore, many 
of these granules have the two‑dimensional 
appearance of a “tennis racket” because of 
the presence of a vesicular expansion of 
their limiting membrane at one end of the 
linear density.[5] In contrast to mononuclear 
phagocytes, LCs lack the capability of 
phagocytosis as they do not contain 
lysozyme or α 1‑antichymotrypsin known 
to be present in phagocytes.[7] LCs may be 
induced to express CD4 on their surfaces. 
This allows for infection by human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and then 
LCs transforming into a virus reservoir. 
Strong chemoattractants that induce 
migration of LCs include interleukin‑1 
(IL1)‑beta, IL‑8, and granulocyte 
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macrophage‑colony‑stimulating factor (GM‑CSF). LCs 
produce IL‑1‑beta and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)‑alpha. 
LCs have not proven to be clonal. These cells are primary 
antigen‑presenting cells and represent the most peripheral 
extension of the immune system.[8] The co‑stimulatory 
proteins present on LCs help to activate helper T‑cells 
to proliferate and differentiate into effector cells. 
Co‑stimulatory proteins release two kinds of signals. 
Signal 1 is released by MHC protein on the surface of 
LCs, whereas Signal 2 is released by B7 proteins on LCs 
recognized by co‑receptor protein CD28 on the surface 
of T‑cells. Both signals are required for the activation of 
T‑cells.[9]

Methods
A literature search was conducted using various electronic 
databases MEDLINE through OVID (1972–2019), and 
hand searches of references retrieved. The search strategy 
used was replicated for all electronic databases, was 
first conducted and up to 2019. The search strategy used 
the following MESH keywords “Langerhans cells,” 
“Oral Lichen Planus,” “Langerhans cell histiocytosis,” 
“HIV,” “Periodontitis.” After the removal of duplicates 
and unrelated research, 48 publications were reviewed. 
A literature review of the analysis is dispensed.

Genesis and homeostasis of Langerhans’ cells

The embryonic origin of LCs is from the erythro‑myeloid 
progenitors present in the yolk sac [Figure 1]. They also 
differentiate from hematopoietic stem cells, which migrate 
through the fetal liver. Postnatally, the homeostasis of LCs 
is by transforming growth factor β1, which plays a key role 
in the differentiation of LCs from CD34+ hematopoietic 
progenitor stem cells [Figure 2] recruited from bone 
marrow. Bone morphogenic protein 7, along with the 
ALK3 receptor and phosphorylation of SMAD1/5/8, also 
maintains the homeostasis of LCs.[10,11] In the epidermis, 

LCs are derived from CSF‑1 precursors, which also 
originate from the bone marrow.[12] The oral mucosa and 
intestines are exposed to large amounts of antigens, whereas 
in the skin not such a diverse microbiota is harbored, hence 
the quantity of antigenic exposure is also proportionately 
low. This difference in antigenic load demands different 
immune responses.[13,14]

Historical background

The LCs were discovered by Paul Langerhans’ in 1868, a 
medical practitioner in Berlin. He made these cells visible 
by means of gold chloride technique.[15] These cells were 
named as LCs by Sigmund Merkel (1875). However, in 
1961 specific structures in the cytoplasm of these cells 
were detected by Birbeck et al. with electron microscopy. 
These structures were named as Birbeck’s granules. 
These Birbeck granules from then onward served as a 
distinct marker for LCs and became a morphological 
hallmark.[16,17] The LCs appear as clear cells[18] in histology 
and express CD1a [Table 1].[19]

Oral and maxillofacial Langerhans’ cell histiocytosis

In contrast to normal LCs, the cells responsible for this 
disease are immature cells of Langerhans cell origin. It 
is an abnormal proliferation of LCs [Table 2].[20,21] These 
“histiocytes” are constituent of lesions occurring in the 
bone, skin, lymph nodes, spleen, liver, thymus, bone 
marrow, central nervous system, and gastrointestinal 
tract. These tumor cells lack the dendritic processes 
and have round to ovoid, epithelioid morphology. The 
cytokines produced by these cells include IL‑1‑beta, IL‑3, 
IL‑4, IL‑8, TNF‑alpha, and GM‑CSF. These cytokines 
perform autocrine as well as paracrine functions in lesion 
establishment and persistence. These cells have proven 
to be clonal. These LCs are immature dendritic cells 
that lack the ability to be functional antigen presenting 
cells.[22] There is a mutation of gene BRAFV600E, which 
indicates that LC histiocytosis (LCH) is neoplasia. The 
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Figure 1: Schematic presentation showing prenatal development of 
Langerhans’ cells from Erythro-myeloid progenitors derived via C-myb 
independent yolk sac and C-myb fetal liver monocytes

Figure 2: Schematic presentation showing origin and homeostasis of 
Langerhans’ cells derived from CD34+ hematopoietic progenitors by 
transforming growth factor β1 and BMP7
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immunohistochemical markers for confirmatory diagnosis 
are CD1a, CD207, CD68, and S100.[23] Langerin is a 
highly sensitive and specific marker for Langerhans cell 
histiocytosis.[24]

In the published literature, there are cases reported in the 
head‑and‑neck region involving skull bones and jaws.

Among the oral and maxillofacial LCH patients, >90% 
of the individuals are younger than 40 years of age with 
a mean age of 19 years. Unifocal LCH represents about 
50% of cases. The site of the lesion is more common in 
mandible than the maxilla. The posterior regions of the 
jaws are more frequently affected than the anterior regions. 
Soft‑tissue lesions are more commonly present in gingiva 
and hard palate. The floor of the mouth, maxillary sinus, 
and buccal mucosa account for <10% of the lesions. The 
most common intra‑oral presentations are proliferative 
growth, pain, gingivitis, loose teeth, oral mucosal ulcer, 
impaired healing, and halitosis. The most common extraoral 
sites of bony involvement are skull bones.[21,25] It is inferred 
from the above discussion that immature LCs play a key 
role in the pathogenesis of LCH.[20‑25]

Oral lichen planus

Oral lichen planus (OLP) is an auto‑immune disease 
caused by cytotoxic CD8+ T‑cells, in which the basal 
cells of oral epithelium undergo apoptosis.[26] It is a 
delayed‑type hypersensitivity or cell‑mediated response 
to an antigenic stimulus residing within the epithelium.[27] 
LCs are immunologically active and play a role in disease 
progression.[28] Immune‑associated (Ia) response‑like 
antigen is a membrane protein known to be a product of 
the major histocompatibility complex. LCs more frequently 
expressed Ia‑like antigens in the lesional mucosa of 
OLP patients than in normal oral mucosa [Table 2]. LCs 
have been alleged to be the target cells involved in the 
primary immune response; this extended expression of 
Ia‑like antigens may serve as an immune surveillance 
system. However, the data further demonstrate that lichen 
planus diseased oral epithelium shows an increase in the 
expression of Ia‑like antigens. This increase is elucidated as 
an enhanced capacity of LCs to detect and present antigens 
to epithelial T‑lymphocytes.[29] Similarly, Ia‑bearing LCs 
are present in the epidermis capable of mediating the 
immunologic functions of Ia‑bearing macrophages. This 
has important clinical implications with the role of LCs as 
sensitizing cells in both; contact hypersensitivity and skin 
graft rejection.[30]

According to Farthing et al., in OLP, there is increased 
expression of HLA‑DP/DQ and CD1a/HLA‑DR positive 
LCs, thus indicating that HLA‑DP and HLA‑DQ expression 
is upregulated on oral mucosal Langerhans cell (OMLC) in 
OLP. If this phenotype up‑regulation is associated with a 
functional upregulation, it might account for the increased 
T‑lymphocyte response and hence the clinicopathological 

features of the condition.[19] A higher number of LCs in 
dermo‑epithelial junctions in OLP and oral lichenoid 
lesions suggests that they may play a significant role in 
the adaptive immunity of lichenoid conditions.[31] In light 
of the above discussion, it can be ascertained that LCs 
increase the antigenic load in lichen planus, lichenoid 
reactions, and other immunological disorders.[19,28‑31]

Human immunodeficiency virus infection

The target cells for HIV infection are the LCs. They are 
the first cells to get infected. The infected cells migrate 
to the regional lymph nodes to present the antigens to 
T lymphocytes. They disseminate the infection among 
T‑cells.[32,33] They influence the HIV‑1 pathogenesis and 
protective mechanisms at several levels. The first action 
of the HIV‑1 antigen is to infect immature dendritic cells. 
Second, different types of dendritic cells sequester and 
transmit infectious HIV‑1, leading to productive infection 
in T‑cells. C‑type lectin, DC‑SIGN/CD209 plays a pivotal 
role in the transmission of the virus to T‑cells. Third, 
LCs are efficient antigen‑presenting cells for HIV‑1. Then 
CD4+ and CD8+ T‑cells are stimulated by the infected 
LCs. On the other hand, dendritic cells and MHC Class I 
act by exogenous pathway; they inhibit the replication of 
viral antigens.  Therefore, the interaction of HIV‑1 with 
dendritic cells is complex, and how these viruses disrupt 
immune function and elicit immune responses is difficult 
to estimate.[34,35] However, it is determined that LCs act as 
vectors for HIV‑1 [Table 2].[32‑35]

Noncalcifying epithelial odontogenic tumor

LCs are also found in noncalcifying variant of the 
calcifying epithelial odontogenic tumor (CEOT). They 
are present inside tumor epithelial nests.[36] While 
classic CEOT represents a mere 1%–2% of odontogenic 
neoplasms, Noncalcifying Langerhans Cell rich variant of 
CEOT is even less common, with only 9 cases reported 
till date. Most cases have occurred in individuals of Asian 
descent.[37] These cases revealed odontogenic epithelial 
cells arranged in thin strands or small nests and globules 
of amyloid materials. Noticeably no calcifications were 
present in contrast to classical CEOT. They occur 
predominantly in the anterior and premolar region of the 
maxilla, whereas classical CEOT occurs in the posterior 
part of the mandible.

LCs within small odontogenic islands had been confirmed 
with Anti‑Cd1a staining. The pathologic significance of the 
presence of LCs in CEOT is still unclear. Literature also 
suggests that the origin of both the odontogenic epithelium 
and LCs is from oral ectoderm.[36,37] These LCs in 
noncalcifying odontogenic tumors are very close to amyloid 
globules. Therefore, they may phagocytose and process the 
amyloid material and then present the processed antigens 
to T lymphocytes in the regional lymph nodes [Table 2]. 
Owing to the paucity of this special variant of CEOT, the 
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true pathological significance of the presence of LCs in 
CEOT needs further study.[36]

Oral mucosal infection

LCs lack the capacity for phagocytosis, as they do not 
contain α1‑antichymotrypsin.[7] It has been believed 
that LCs lack the capacity for phagocytosis, but the 
requirement (especially in the oral environment) for an 
adaptive immune response against bacteria and yeasts 
would seem to necessitate a phagocytic capacity. Recent 
studies on murine LC support this conclusion. LC can 
internalize species of Cornybacteria up to 6 μm in length 
and Staphylococcus aureus, which is approximately 1 μm 
in diameter (Reis e Sousa et al., 1993). This ability is 
downregulated after 72 h in culture, suggesting that it 
is a property retained only while LCs are intraepithelial. 
In macrophages, phagocytosis is mediated through Fc 
complement and glycan receptors, but in LCs, it is 
mediated by glycan receptors only. This may explain 
why LCs phagocytosis is both slower and less extensive 
in terms of numbers of particles engulfed compared to 
macrophages.[19] The candidal antigens are also engulfed 
by process of phagocytosis by LCs. In oral candidiasis, 
both specific and nonspecific immune reactions are 
involved. Certain reports have shown that CD1a positive 
LCs in the epithelia of chronic hyperplastic candidiasis. 
CD1a positive cells form a network which varies in the 
location from basal layers to the suprabasal layer.[38] Hence 

LCs are involved in the phagocytic activity in oral mucosal 
infections [Table 2].[19,38]

Oral squamous cell carcinoma

LCs are able to present tumor antigens in conjunction with 
MHC class I molecules [Table 2].

CD1a+ and S 100+ OMLC rise in tumor epithelium of 
invasive squamous cell carcinomas. In well‑differentiated 
lesions, OMLC occupies the usual suprabasal location, but 
in anaplastic epithelium, they are scattered randomly. There 
appears to be no correlation between OMLC density, degree 
of differentiation, or DNA ploidy status in oral squamous 
cell carcinoma (OSCC).[19] However, a pronounced decrease 
of LCs in poorly differentiated OSCC has been reported.[39]

In view of the fact that OMLC numbers may rise in OSCC, 
it is interesting that tobacco and alcohol consumption, 
known predisposing factors for the development of this 
disease, are also associated with increased OMLC counts. 
Numbers of CD1a+ OMLC in smokers are raised at sites 
often affected by squamous cell carcinoma, namely the lip 
and lateral border of the tongue. Similarly, the density of 
HLA‑DR+ OMLC at the latter site is increased in smokers, 
whereas smokeless tobacco has the opposite effect.[40] 
Alcohol consumption appears to be less important, at least 
in terms of OMLC numbers, but may act synergistically 
with tobacco.[19] Few studies have shown nondendritic 
CD1a positive LCs present in the malignant buccal 

Table 1: Identification and phenotypic expression of Langerhans’ cells
Identification of LCs Phenotypic expression Author
Histology Clear cells Nanci[18]

Histochemistry Dendritic Silberberg‑Sinakin et al.[15]

Ultrastructure Intracytoplasmic Birbeck granules Wolff[6]

Immunohistochemistry CD1, CD14, CD23, CD45, CD69, CD74, CD83, HLA‑A/B/C, 
HLA‑DR/DP/DQ, S100, MIP‑1α. Four CD1 genes have been 
cloned and they are designated as CD1 a, b, c, d. LCs are highly 
positive for CD1a and CD1c. CD1a is the most specific marker

Barret et al.[19]

LCs: Langerhans’ cells

Table 2: Role of Langerhans cells in oral lesions
Oral lesions Role of LCs Author
LCH Tumor cells Jaffe[20], Leonidas et al.[21] Lombardi et al.[22], Giona et al.[25]

Oral lichen planus Ia like antigen Lavanya et al.[26], Eversole[27] 
Farthing et al.[28], Sloberg et al.[29], Singl et al.[30], Gueiros et al.[31]

HIV infection Vectors of 
infected cells

Matsuzawa et al.[32], Stingl et al.[33], Steinman et al.[34], 
Dezutter‑Dambuyant and Schmitt[35]

Non‑CEOT Phagocytosis Wang et al.[36]

Diptheria and chronic 
hyperplastic candidiasis

Phagocytosis Ali et al.[38]

Oral squamous cell 
carcinoma

Immune‑mediator 
cell

Barret et al.[19], Rani et al.[39], Daniels et al.[40], Pellicioli et al.[42], Upadhyay 
et al.[43]

Periodontitis Functionally 
altered cell

Barret et al.[19] Wilensky et al.[44], Hovav[45], Cirrincione et al.[46], Bodineau 
et al.[47], Bodineau et al.[48]

HIV: Human immunodeficiency virus; LCs: Langerhans’ cells, Ia: Immune associated; LCH: Langerhans cell histiocytosis; CEOT: Calcifying 
epithelial odontogenic tumor
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mucosa.[41] The population of mature dendritic cells is 
reduced in OSCC as compared to oral epithelial dysplasia. 
These findings suggest that mature dendritic cells migrate 
to lymph nodes to present the tumor antigens, thereby 
activate the immune system. The cytokines secreted by 
tumor cells limit the maturation of LCs.[42,43] Hence, it 
can be deduced that immature cells are more pronounced 
in OSCC compared to mature dendritic cells, whereas in 
epithelial dysplasia mature LCs increase with the severity 
of grades.[42,43]

Periodontal disease

The OMLC in gingival epithelium responds to the build‑up 
of plaque. With the development of gingival inflammation, 
there is an increase in ATPase activity. As plaque 
accumulates, about five times as many CD1a+ Langerhans 
cells are seen in clinically inflamed gingiva compared with 
the numbers in the same patients following periodontal 
treatment. OMLC in healthy gingiva is less dendritic, 
more electron‑dense, and contains fewer Birbeck granules 
than those from inflamed sites.[19] Dendritic cells hold the 
immunological cues delivered by pathogen and surrounding 
medium and thereby cause destructive immunity.[44,45] The 
LCs are altered in HIV‑associated periodontitis.[46] An 
increase in the ratios of antigen‑presenting cell subsets 
and, more particularly, maturated DC‑LAMP+ dendritic 
cells were also present in elderly patients of chronic 
periodontitis.[47] However, the number of CD1a+ LC was 
significantly decreased in the epithelium and significantly 
increased in the upper connective tissue of elderly 
patients.[48] LCs are increased in gingivitis compared to 
periodontitis showing different host responses in both the 
diseases. Therefore, in periodontal infections, Langerhans’ 
cells are functionally altered [Table 2].[44‑48]

Conclusion
In the published literature, it is well documented that LCs 
play a vital role in presenting antigens to the lymphocytes. 
Since the oral cavity is exposed to many antigens, the 
Langerhans cells have a significant immunological role 
in most of the oral lesions. LCs act as immune mediator 
cells, tumor cells, vectors of infected cells, and phagocytic 
cells. This wide range of functions of LCs creates immense 
scope for further research to ascertain the precise role of 
LCs in various oral lesions in the coming era.
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